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Abstract 

 
Calcium ions (Ca

2+
) play an important role in living cells, acting as a second messenger in many 

signaling processes. The high concentration gradient that is made up by ATPases on the plasma 

membrane and on the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), has the potential to create Ca
2+

 signals. It is 

known that the intracellular Ca
2+ 

concentration changes during the cell cycle; however, quite 

little is known about the mechanisms and targets of these perturbations, especially in mammalian 

cells. Recently it had been observed that cytokinesis in mouse radial glial cells in the ventricular 

zone of the developing brain is followed by Ca
2+

 transient(s); coherent with a preliminary 

mathematical model based on geometrical changes (area-to-volume ratio). The aim of this 

project was to study cytosolic Ca
2+

 signaling following cytokinesis. To do so, we have imaged 

Ca
2+

 dynamics by loading HeLa cells with different Ca
2+

-sensitive fluorescent dyes and followed 

large number of cells during a long time period using an incubator-based imaging setup. Our 

results showed that in 52% of HeLa cells cytokinesis is followed by increased Ca
2+

 activity in 

one or two of the daughter cells. Blocking the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor suppressed 

the activity while inhibiting Phospholipase C and the plasma membrane Ca
2+

-ATPase caused a 

prolonged Ca
2+

 increase. Experiments in Ca
2+

-free media suggested that the signals were 

generated by internal stores. We have tried two experimental approaches to synchronize HeLa 

cells: serum deprivation (starvation) and treatment with Nocodazole. Our results indicate that 

HeLa cells do not synchronize upon starvation, but Nocodazole arrests HeLa cells at mitosis. 

Recordings of Ca
2+

 dynamics in neural progenitor cells have also shown a post cytokinetic Ca
2+

 

transient. As part of the project, by challenging two preliminarily mathematical models we have 

shown that modeling Ca
2+

 signals upon purely geometrical changes is possible. In a broader 

perspective, modulating cell division by targeting intracellular Ca
2+

 signaling might open up a 

novel concept in the field of developmental biology having implications in regenerative medicine 

as well as for cancer drug development.  
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1 Introduction

 

1.1  Aim 
 

The aim of this project is to study the cytosolic calcium (Ca
2+

) dynamics during cell division, 

focusing on the final stage of the division cycle, cytokinesis.  To do so, a method needs to be set 

up and optimized. Using this method Ca
2+ 

measurements are performed on dividing cells to look 

for any significant activity. Further on, measurements are performed in the presence of different 

drugs which alter the known Ca
2+

 regulatory system in cells. Collected data is then analyzed to 

characterize the Ca
2+

 activity.  

 

1.2 Background 
 

 1.2.1 Calcium  

 

Calcium has been known to be essential for living organisms for many years. In 1883 Ringer S. 

observed that exposure of fishes to distilled water led to a rapid death within 6 hours. However 

when minor amount of calcium chloride was added to the water only 6 out of 47 fishes died 

within 47 hours and 9 were still alive after the 12
th

 day (Ringer S. 1883). Ca
2+ 

is the major 

component of skeleton and teeth and is thus the most widespread cation in human body. Ionic 

form of calcium has a low intracellular concentration of 0.1 μM and high extracellular 

concentration of 1000 μM. The steep gradient between basal and cytosolic Ca
2+ concentration 

accounts for an efficient signaling system in both excitable cells such as neurons and myocytes 

and non-excitable cells such as epithelial cells. 

Calcium signals trigger many calcium sensitive processes such as fertilization of an oocyte and 

death by apoptosis and also fast processes such as vesicle secretion and muscle contraction. (1) 

Ca
2+ also acts as a second messenger in neurotransmitter release in neurons, and as a cofactor in 

many enzymatic processes such as blood-clotting cascade. Ca
2+ 

binding proteins such as 

calmodulin (Ca
2+ 

modulated protein, CaM) are involved in many signaling pathways, activating 

target enzymes. 
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Cells, like any other living organisms, tend to maintain their health and functioning by regulating 

their internal conditions. This phenomenon is called homeostasis and includes the regulation of 

ion concentration. Lipophilic interior of plasma membrane prevents most polar molecules to 

diffuse through it. Ion transport is thereby aided by channels and transporter proteins. Figure 1 

by Per Uhlén shows a schematic model of the Ca
2+ 

signaling toolkit inside a cell. The signal is 

initiated by a ligand binding to the G-coupled protein receptor, activating phospholipase C 

(PLC). PLC is an enzyme that cleaves phospholipid phosphatidylinositole4,5-biphosphate 

(PInsP2) into diacyl glycerol (DAG) and inositol 1,4,5-triphosphat (InsP3). Small molecules of 

InsP3 diffuse through cytosol and bind to InsP3 receptor (InsP3R) in the endoplasmic reticulum 

ER, or the sarcoplasmic reticulum SR leading to Ca
2+ 

release from internal stores. 

 

ER/SR acts as storage for Ca
2+ 

inside cells. The IP3R Ca
2+ 

channel is the key mediator of Ca
2+ 

signals. It has a unique bell shaped open-probability curve with respect to Ca
2+ 

concentration; its 

activation is both dependent on the binding of IP3 and cytosolic Ca
2+ 

as a positive feedback. Ca
2+ 

can enter the cell through receptor operated channels (ROC) or voltage operated channels (VOC) 

and trigger calcium release through the calcium pool. VOCs are mainly present in excitable cells. 

Store operated channels (SOC) on plasma membrane can also be activated upon Ca
2+ 

pool 

depletion, allowing an inward flow to restore ER/SR Ca
2+ 

concentration (not shown in the 

figure).  

Figure 1  Simplified picture of Ca2+ regulation © Per Uhlén (2008).The rising part of the signal is 

in red and the falling part is in blue. 
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 The falling part of the signal is carried out by pumps on plasma membrane (PMCA) and on the 

ER/SR (SERCA), by pumping Ca
2+ 

ions out from the cell, or back in the Ca
2+ 

pools respectively. 

Repetition of this rise and fall can make Ca
2+ 

oscillations, the signal carried by these oscillations 

can then be decoded by the cells and for instance activate certain enzymes or activate gene 

expressions.(2) 

 

 1.2.2  Cell Cycle  

 

Most cells are capable of duplicating their contents and dividing in two individual cells (daughter 

cells). The series of events that that take place in a cell and lead to its division is called cell cycle. 

In eukaryotes, cell cycle occurs in temporarily distinct stages.  

First the newly generated daughter cell grows and speeds up the biosynthetic activities which had 

been reduced during last division. It produces amino acids for structural proteins and enzymes 

mainly needed for DNA synthesis. This phase is designated G1 or the growth phase. The 

commencement of DNA synthesis is the beginning of S phase (S indicate synthesis). During this 

phase the chromosomes are replicated and each chromosome consists of two daughter 

chromatids. Then the biosynthetic activities restart, microtubules are produced and the cell gets 

the nutrition needed for the last phase of cell division called mitosis (the M phase). Mitosis is 

discussed in more detailed below. After mitosis a cell can leave the cell cycle permanently or 

temporarily. It exits the cycle at G1 and enters a phase designated G0, also known as quiescence. 

Many cells do not go back to cycle after complete differentiation, like neurons. However proper 

stimulations can trigger cells to re-enter the cycle.  

 

 Mitosis  

Mitosis is the process in which a eukaryotic cell separates its chromosomes into two identical 

sets and makes separate nuclei for each daughter cell. It is normally followed by cytokinesis 

which is the total segregation of the daughter cells. Mitosis can be divided in five stages: 

prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase.  

 

Prophase Two centrosomes move to opposite poles of the cell, the mitotic spindle forms, 

microtubules are synthesized from tubuline monomers and grow out of each 

centrosome. The chromosomes become compact.  

Prometaphase  The Nuclear envelope breaks down, each chromatid is attached to one pole and its 

sister chromatid to the opposite pole facilitated by a protein structure called 

kinetochore. 
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Metaphase Sister chromatids get aligned at the metaphase plate between the poles. Chromosomes 

are at their most compact. 

Anaphase  Each sister chromatid is dragged to its respective pole by the kinetochore which it is 

attached to. 

Telophase The ER forms a new nuclear envelope around each cluster of chromosomes. 

Chromosomes return to their more extended forms. 

 

 Cell cycle control  

Cell cycle is controlled by an accurate complex signaling network involving phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation of many proteins. Reversible phosphorylation (phosphorylation: addition of a 

phosphate group to a protein) is the major post-translational-modification in cell signaling and is 

carried out by enzymes called kinases and reversed by phosphatases. Central role of the cell 

cycle control system is taken by cyclin dependent kinases (Cdks). Cdks are activated when 

paring to their suitable cyclin proteins. Expression of cyclins occurs in an oscillatory fashion 

during cell cycle. Along with the cyclin destruction this regulates the activation and deactivation 

of Cdks.  (Figure 2) 

 

 

 As an  example Cdks trigger the DNA synthesis at the onset of S phase by phosphorylating the 

proteins bound to chromosomes at “origins of replication” (specific nucleotide sequences, where 

DNA replication can start), or initiate chromosome condensation by phosphorylating histones at 

the G2/M transition. 

Figure 2 Cyclin oscillations during cell cycle progression (from Wikipedia). In late G1, rising D-cyclin levels lead to the 

formation of D-cyclin-Cdk complexes that trigger progression through the start checkpoint. A-Cdk complexes trigger DNA 

replication as well as some early mitotic events. B-Cdk complexes form during G2 but are held inactivated. 
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At specific time points during the cycle the cell checks essentials required for the next step of the 

cycle. They are referred to as checkpoints. The first checkpoint is at the end of G1 just before 

entering the S phase, also called the restriction point. This is when the cell makes the key 

decision whether to enter the division cycle or not. In many occasions the cell does not enter the 

cycle, these occasions may include growth factor withdrawal (also called starvation, see Results 

for further discussion.), DNA damage, contact inhibition or presence of Transforming Growth 

Factor beta (TGF-β) (a protein that acts as an anti-proliferating factor). Next checkpoint is at 

G2/M transition border where the cell checks the DNA synthesis, upon damage repairs the DNA 

before mitosis. Persistence of DNA damage will lead to programmed cell death after division. 

There is another checkpoint at Metaphase where the cell checks if the chromosomes are aligned 

and properly attached to the mitotic spindle. 

 

 Cell cycle control and Ca
2+

 

 Ca
2+ 

is known to be involved in different events of the cell cycle regulation. Spontaneous Ca
2+ 

oscillations are correlated with the activation of early genes required to initiate re entry of the 

cell cycle. Inhibition of Ca
2+ 

release from ER fails cycle stimulation with mitogens in most 

quiescent cells. There are strong evidences that Ca
2+ 

is needed for the G1/S transition.(3) In the 

late G1, Ca
2+ 

oscillations trigger DNA synthesis. It has been shown that Ca
2+ 

rise before the S 

phase, activates MAPK-NF-kB pathway through transcriptional regulation of D-cyclin in Swiss 

3T3 cells.(4) Two transcription factors that are suggested to have opposite control over cell 

growth/proliferation, CREB (cAMP response element-binding protein) and NFAT (Nuclear 

factor of activated T-cells), have been also shown to be dependent on Ca
2+ 

through CaM and 

CaM/CN respectively.(5) A study in mouse embryonic stem cells revealed the importance of IP3 

mediated Ca
2+ 

oscillations that are mostly confined to G1/S transition. (6) Mitotic Ca
2+ 

transients 

are involved in nuclear envelope breakdown, but are not always observed in mouse embryos and 

somatic cells. It has been suggested that they are confined to very limited sub-micron 

Figure 3 Cell cycle and Ca2+. Ca2+ is known to be 

involved in G1 to S, G2 to M as well as 

progression through the M phase. 
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dimensions.(7) Another study highlighted the regulation of calcium entry through SOC channels 

in rat mast cells at crucial checkpoints of the cell cycle, which was not observed in quiescence 

cells. (8) At G2/M Ca
2+ 

/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaM kinase II) activates 

p54(cdc25-c) which then activates the p34-cyclin B protein kinase and triggers mitosis, HeLa 

cells were arrested in G2 treating with CaM kinase II inhibitor. (9) 

 

 Cytokinesis  

Cleavage of the two daughter cells which is the last stage of the cell cycle is called cytokinesis. 

The word is from the Greek cyto- (cell) and kinesis (division). The molecular pathways during 

cytokinesis in not well understood yet. In animal cell division, daughter cells are separated by the 

contraction of an actomyosin contractile ring. The contractile ring is a dynamic structure of 

bipolar actin filaments at the equator of the dividing cell. The interaction between actin filaments 

and myosin II filaments applies tension to the membrane and makes a cleavage furrow.  

Contraction is controlled by phosphorylation of the Myosin Light Chains (MLC). This is done 

through a RhoA signaling mechanism and also by myosin light chain kinases (MLCK). 

Constriction of plasma membrane forms a narrow cytoplasmic bridge between daughter cells that 

bundles microtubules and multitude of proteins together called the midbody structure. Final step 

is the abscission of the cells which is poorly understood. It has been proposed that asymmetric 

vesicle delivery to one side of the midbody structure and subsequent vesicle membrane fusion 

cleaves the prospective daughter cell. The midbody structure is then inherited by the opposite 

daughter cell.(10) 

 

 Cytokinesis and calcium  

The role of Ca
2+ 

signals during cell cycle progression has been studied in different embryonic 

systems.  Relative large size of embryos and their longer division cycle enable micro injection of 

drugs at specific time points of the cycle. Thus precise investigation of the functional role of 

calcium or other substances is achievable.  

Localized Ca
2+ 

elevations has appeared to play a role in determining the timing of 

cytokinesis(11), site of cleavage furrow, furrow deepening (12) and cell cleavage, however some 

reports are contradictory. A selection of studies on Ca
2+ 

transients during cytokinesis in different 

embryonic animal systems is shown in Table1.(13) Embryos were treated with Ca
2+ 

chelators 

(BAPTA, Heparin, EDTA), PLC inhibitor (U73122), IP3R inhibitor (2-APB) and calcium 

ionophore (A23187) (Ionophore is a lipid-soluble molecule that transports ions across lipid 

bilayer of the cell membrane).   
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Table 1 

Animal Drug Event(s) affected 

Drosophila 
BAPTA-AM, 2-APB, 

U73122 
Furrow deepening blocked 

Squid  A23187 Promoted cleavage formation 

Starfish 
A23187 Blocked furrow progression * 

EDTA, Heparin Furrow positioning/formation blocked 

Medaka 2APB, Dibrimo-BABTA Furrow deepening blocked 

Xenopus 

Heparin, BAPTA buffers 
Furrow-apposition/propagation/deepening 

delayed/blocked 

Dibrimo-BAPTA No effect on cleavage * 

*contradictory results  

 

However, the role of Ca
2+ 

transients in the process of cytokinesis of mammalian cells is not well 

known. It has been suggested that Ca
2+ 

acts through calmodulin activating MLCK to organize 

contraction of the actomyosin ring(14). One study on HeLa cells has shown that the Ca
2+

 and 

calmodulin dependent phosphatase, calcineurin (CaN), is required for a normal completion of 

cytokinesis. They observed that CaN inhibitors induce multinucleation in cells and prolong the 

time cells spend connected via an extended intracellular bridge (15) 

 

1.3 Modeling 
 

One can say that the quality of each field of science depends on how the theoretical models 

developed in that field agree with the repeatable experimental results. Over the past decades 

advances in computer software and hardware have made mathematical modeling a powerful tool 

for testing theoretical hypotheses in almost every field of science.  

Regulation of intracellular Ca
2+ 

is a dynamic system that can be modeled using Ordinary 

Differential Equations (ODEs). Many models have been developed describing intracellular Ca
2+ 

dynamics in different cell types.  Most of these models are based on acute Ca
2+ 

signaling events 

i.e. agonist/antagonist binding to receptors and sub-sequential processes. Here we discuss two 

models that are purely based on the geometrical change of the cells during division and its effect 

on the system. The models have been introduced by PhD student, Erik Smedler and are 
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implemented in Matlab. As far as we know, no one has ever modeled Ca
2+ 

transients purely upon 

changes in the cell geometry.  

 

 1.3.1  Cytokinesis  

 

The basic idea of both models is that the surface-to-volume ratio of the cell (S/V) increases at the 

abscission time resulted from the discontinuous change of the cell size. Idealizing the cells to 

sphere the surface-to-volume ratio would be  

3
2 4

4 / 3 /        
3

S r
r r

V


             

With the assumption that the cytosolic area is equally divided between daughter cells one can 

calculate the size of the daughter cells as follow.  

2 24 2 4       

1
              

2

before after

after before

r r

r r

  


 

As a result of this discontinuous geometrical change, S/V steeply increases because it is 

inversely proportional to the radius.  

 

 1.3.2 The non-excitable model  

 

The cell is modeled as three compartments:  the cytosol (cyt), the extracellular volume (ECV) 

and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Each compartment has its own Ca
2+

 concentration and is 

dependent on fluxes from the other compartments.  (16)  

   
2[ ]

       
cyt cyt ER

PM PM ECA SERCA

cyt ER

R

d Ca S S
J J J J

dt V V



     

2[ ]
0       ECVd Ca

dt



  

2[ ]
( )       ER ER

ER SERCA E

R

R

E

J J
d Ca S

r
dt V
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The right hand side of the equations represents effluxes and influxes. JPM and J ER are the 

influxes from ECV and ER respectively, and JSERCA and JPMCA are effluxes made up by SERCA 

and PMCA.  

In the non-excitable model it is assumed that the pumping activity is decreased when the S/V 

increases. Since larger surface area means lower pump density whereas larger volumes mean 

more dilution of Ca
2+ 

and less competition. Furthermore relative short process of cell division 

makes it unlikely for the protein synthesis compensation. (17)Pumping activity gets back to its 

initial value when the cell maintains homeostasis. Result is a transient shown in Figure 4. Flux 

from SOC channels is included in this model. SERCA and PMCA pumps are modeled with Hill 

equations and the gradual increase of the pumping activity is modeled as a linear function. See 

APPENDIX A for more description. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 1.3.3  The excitable model  

 

In this model the cell is assumed to have voltage dependent calcium channels (VDCC) and RyR. 

(Figure 5, right) The current passing through VDCC is modeled with Morris-Lecar equations. 

S/V appears in the factor that converts the current through VDCC (ICa) to ion flux (JVDCC). 

       VDCC CaJ I   

Writing the dimensions of current and flux 

2

, ,

[ ]
      

cyt

Leak PM SOC PMCA Leak ER SERCA

d Ca
J J J J J

dt



    

PM 

Figure 4 The non-excitable model 
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3 2
 = [ ]             

. .

mole C

s cm s cm
  

shows that the factor must have the dimensions of 

1
[ ]  .

mole

C cm
   

Where C/mole is the dimensions of Faraday’s constant and cm
-1

 represents S/V. (18) 

1
 

2

S

V F
   

It is assumed that the cell returns to its initial size when homeostasis is maintained, so does the 

S/V.  Result is a transient shown in Figure 5 (left). See APPENDIX B for more description. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The excitable model, fi is the buffering factor. See APPENDIX B 

2

,

[ ]
( )

cyt

i VDCC PMCA Leak ER RyR SERCA

d Ca
f J J J J J

dt
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2 Materials and methods

  

2.1 Cell culture 

 

HeLa cells were cultured in 100 mm Falcon culture dishes. Using DMEM (Gibco
®
) as the 

culture media supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum, and 1 % antibiotics (penicillin + 

streptomycin). Cells were incubated in the presence of 5 % CO2, the pressure of 95 % 

atmosphere at 37 °C. For synchronization by serum starvation, HeLa cells were incubated for 24 

hours in FBS free culture media. For mitotic arrest, HeLa cells were treated with Nocodazole (50 

gr/mole) for approximately 16 hours. Foetal neural progenitors were prepared according to Falk 

et al. 2012.(19) 

 

2.2 Cell-IQ system setup 
 

Both fluorescent and phase contrast imaging were done at the Cell-IQ
®
 (CM Technologies Oy) 

system. 

 

 

Figure 6 Cell-IQ® 
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Figure 7 Transmission diagram of the Chroma Endow GFP filter set. Blue shows the excitation, 

red the emmision, and grean the diachoric mirror. 

 

Cell-IQ system provides an incubator-like environment combined with an inverted microscope, a 

CCD camera and a High power Blue LED illuminator. The objective is a Nikon Plan Fluor 

10x/0.30 Ph1 DL (Phase contrast, Dark Low) with image resolution of about 0.715 μm/pixel. 

The camera (Qimaging Retiga EXi) has 1392 x 1040 pixels; Pixel size of 6.45 x 6.45 um, is able 

to take 11 frames/s with full resolution, and has 63 % QE sensitivity. 

Cells can be cultured in a normal multi well-plate. The lid must be exchange with a special 

protective lid, which has an input for the gas and an output nozzle. A filter is placed on the 

output nozzle to protect inward flow. In addition the contact border of the lid and the well-plate 

must be sealed with a sealing tape. The microscope objective is fixed below the plate, and the 

stage can move in three dimensions. (Figure 6) 

Cell-IQ Imagen is the image acquisition software; it can be programmed to take image series 

from different positions in the plate. And has the control all over the system like zooming, stage 

movement, temperature setting and gas flow-rate adjustment. The filter set for the fluorescent 

setup is a Chroma Endow GFP filter. (Figure 7) 

 

 

 

 

2.3  Time-lapse imaging 
 

Fluorescent and phase contrast time-lapse imaging of cells were done at the Cell-IQ system 

described previously at 37 °C and 5 % CO2. Different protocols were used for the imaging to 

obtain the best result. 
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2.4  Computer Software 

 2.4.1  Image analysis 

 

Fluorescent images were analyzed with ImageJ, pairs of dividing cells were chosen as the 

regions of interests, background intensity was minimized by adjusting the brightness/contrast, 

mean gray value were measured in each cell through the whole stack using Multi measure 

command. Results were then opened in Matlab. Intensity was normalized so that the initial 

intensity of each cell was 100 %, Traces were plotted with a third order polynomial fit with 5-10 

% increase as a threshold to identify Ca
2+ 

peaks. To measure Ca
2+ 

peak duration the starting and 

the ending point of the peak were selected manually with the help of the polynomial trend and 

the time between these two points was defined as the duration.  

 

 2.4.2  Statistical analysis 

 

Phase contrast images were analyzed for cell size measurements and counting of dividing/dying 

cells. For the counting purpose ImageJ software were used with the help of a simple plugin 

called Cell Counter. This plugin makes it possible to count different objects in a stack by 

manually clicking on them and marking them with different colors. Results were imported to 

Matlab for SEM calculations and Student-t test. Microsoft Excel was used for plotting the bar 

graphs. 

An effort was put on Cell-IQ Analyzer software, which has the ability to do extensive image 

analysis including counting cells automatically. However the results were not satisfactory and 

manual counting was chosen instead. 
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3 Results 
 

In a recent study it was shown that cytokinesis in mouse radial glia cells in the ventricular zone 

of the developing brain is followed by a Ca
2+ 

transient [Fritz et al. unpublished]. The exact 

mechanism and biological importance of this phenomenon is not known, although experiments 

point at tonic activation of the IP3R. Knocking down IP3R type 1 strongly affects cell division of 

neural progenitors in the ventricular zone of the developing brain (Figure 8) [Fritz et al. 

unpublished].  

 

Figure 8 Post cytokinetic calcium transient in radial glia cells of a hGFAP-GFP transgenic mouse brain tissue. 

 

The mathematical possibility of induced Ca
2+ 

transients after cytokinesis mentioned in the 

background made us curios for further investigation of the latter observation.  For this project, 

human cervix cancer cell line, HeLa, was chosen. Comparing to brain tissue this system was 

much easier to work with. It would also be a test for cell type specificity of this phenomenon. 

Neural progenitor cells were examined later as a more similar system to the brain cells. 

 

3.1 Synchronization 

 

The first goal of the project was to make a protocol for Ca
2+ 

recording during cell division. To 

achieve this goal many experiments were performed changing one parameter at a time to find the 

best experiment setup. Cell-IQ system with its incubator based microscope made live 

observation of cells possible.  
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Taking advantage of the control system of the cell cycle, one can arrest cells at certain 

checkpoints by altering essentials needed to pass that checkpoint. Then, by reviving the normal 

conditions cells will continue the cycle synchronously. As mentioned in Background, nutrition 

and growth factors are needed for the G0/G1 transition. In the cell culture protocol, growth 

factors are included in the fetal bovine serum. By serum deprivation cells are supposed to be 

arrested at G0. We used this method to synchronize HeLa cells. HeLa cells where incubated for 

24 hours in serum free media. Then, the media was changed back and cells were mounted in the 

cell IQ imaged every five minutes. Number of dividing cells was counted after serum revival per 

hour. (Figure 9, blue) The results did not point to a significant synchronization.  

As an alternative, we used a drug referred to as Nocodazole, to arrest HeLa cells in M phase. 

Nocodazole interferes with microtubule polymerization. (20) In the absence of microtubule 

attachment to kinetochores cell fails to pass the spindle assembly checkpoint, arrest in 

prometaphase. Once again dividing cells were counted per hour after release from Nocodazole. 

This time results showed a significant increase in the number of mitotic cells. (Figure 9, green) 

However there were difficulties utilizing this method. First of all, Nocodazole made the cells 

detach from the plate and a large number of mitotic cells were lost upon drug wash-out. It also 

made the cells move a lot during division, making the fluorescent measurement unreliable. In 

addition mitotic cells were usually placed on top of the other attached cells, making Ca
2+ 

measurements more fallible. (Figure 10) 

 

  

Figure 9 Synchronization of HeLa cells; Normal cultured, pre-starved, and Nocodazole treated cells were scored for 

divisions per hour just after release from starvation/drug. Error bars show the standard error. 
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Figure 10 Sample calcium recording of a Nocodazole treated cell. Each trace shows the fluorescent intensity in one daughter 

cell. Fluctuations are resulted by the spacial movements of the daughter cells caused by the drug. The red line indicates furrow 

ingression. First dotted line is the 3rd order polynomial fit of the traces and the upper one shows 5 % increase as a threshold. 

 

3.2 Calcium recording 

 

Fluorescent imaging was performed on HeLa cells for the goal of a reliable Ca
2+ 

measurement 

during cell division. Variable parameters in the imaging protocol included 

- Ca
2+ 

sensitive dye  

- Loading  time 

- Concentration of dye 

- Exposure time of the excitation light 

- Number of cultured cells 

- Imaging buffer media. 

First attempts were done with Fluo-3/AM (Invitrogen) Ca
2+ 

indicator. Images had low contrast 

and no measurements could be performed due to the high level of noise. Changing Cell-IQ 

system setup did not make an enhancement. Imaging was done at a Zeiss Axiovert 100M 

fluorescence microscope as a control to check whether the problem is upon microscope system. 

Results suggested that the cells were not taking up the dye as expected, changing incubation time 

and temperature did not make an enhancement. By trying different Ca
2+ 

indicator Oregon Green
®
 

488 BAPTA-1 (Invitrogen) was chosen as a better option.  
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Figure 11 Example of a Ca2+ recording of two daughter cells using Oregon Green dye. Intensity in normalized to the initial value. 

The gray trace is shifted by 0.5.The red line indicates the furrow ingression time. 

 

An example of Ca
2+ 

recording of dividing cells is shown in Figure 11. Time interval between 

data points was 10 seconds. Ca
2+ 

spikes were noticeable with the duration of a data point. From 

six independent experiments, 42 dividing cells were recorded. The traces were plotted in Matlab. 

Results showed post cytokinetic Ca
2+ 

activity in 22 cells (52.4 %).  Interestingly in 50 % of the 

cells the spike was seen only in one of the daughter cells.  

 

3.4 Pharmacological inhibition 

 

To study the influence of spontaneous Ca
2+ 

transients on cell division, and to determine the 

mechanisms of these transients, we used known drugs that block certain Ca
2+ 

pumps/channels. 

This was done at the last days of the project and there were not enough time to do more 

experiments for optimization and better quantifications.  The drugs and treatment methods are as 

followed. 

Thapsigargin (SERCA inhibitor): HeLa cells were treated with 100 μM Thapsigargin for about 

half an hour prior to the experiment. Same concentration was present during imaging.    

2-APB (IP3R inhibitor): Imaging was performed in the presence of 50 μM 2-APB. 

U73122 (PLC inhibitor: HeLa cells were treated with 2 μM U73122 for about half an hour prior 

to the experiment. Same concentration was present during imaging. 
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Calcium free: Imaging was performed using Ca
2+ 

free imaging media. 

In all experiments, cells were loaded with the Ca
2+ 

sensitive dye, Oregon Green. The plate was 

mounted on the Cell-IQ system, 3-4 different positions in each well was chosen to be imaged 

every 10 seconds for about two hours. Figure 12 shows typical Ca
2+ 

record of different 

treatments. The red line indicates furrow ingression time. 

 

Figure 12  A sample of intracellular calcium record of individual dividing HeLa cells 

 

 

 3.4.1  Calcium activity 

 

From the fluorescent image stacks, individual dividing cells were selected and mean fluorescent 

intensity were measured as an indication of the intracellular Ca
2+ 

concentration. In Thapsigargin 

treated cells, from two independent experiments we were able to record 11 dividing cells. There 

were no Ca
2+ 

spikes. However a longer lasting Ca
2+ 

transient was observed in 63 % of the cells 

with the average duration of 430.5 seconds (about 7 minutes). Ca
2+ 

started to rise at the starting 

of cytokinesis. Amplitude of the fluorescence was comparably lower than transients in normal 

cells. Among 2-APB treated cells, three cells found dividing in two experiments, no Ca
2+ 

activity 

was observed in them. This was coherent with the previous results of mouse radial glia cells 

.Among the cells that were treated with the PLC inhibitor U73122, 6 dividing cells were 

recorded in one experiment. Ca
2+ 

transient was observed in 83 % of them. Rising started with 
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cytokinesis and the transient last for an average of 640 seconds (about 10 minutes). Ca
2+ 

peak 

was observed in one of the four dividing cells in Ca
2+ 

free media, which ruled out the external 

source of the transients. (Figure 13, 14) 

 

 

Figure 13  Calcium-active dividing cells, n represents number of cells dividing cells recorded 

 

 

Figure 14  Calcium peak duration, ***P<10-13 
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 3.4.2  Proliferation  

 

Analyzing the phase contrast image stacks of the experiments, number of cell divisions and cell 

death in 100 seconds was counted in random regions of each well, using ImageJ software. 

Results are shown in Figure 15. There was no significant difference in proliferation of treated 

cells compared to control (P > 0.05). However number of apoptotic cells was higher in Ca
2+

-free 

media, and in U73122 treated cells. (P < 0.05,  P < 0.01 respectively) 

 

 

 

 3.4.2 Neural progenitor cells 

 

Ca
2+ 

measurements were also done on neural progenitor cells. These cells are more similar to the 

brain cells. They are more likely to express voltage dependent calcium channels and RyR. Due to 

the complexity of the preparation of the cells only one experiment were performed. Cells were 

cultured in a 6-well plate (only one well). First they were loaded with Oregon Green. Since the 

fluorescence brightness was not good enough we tried loading them again using fluo-3. Cells 

were imaged every 10 seconds for about an hour using Cell IQ ® A calcium transient was 

observed in one daughter cell 48 seconds after abscission. It last about two minutes. (Figure 16)  
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Figure 15 Cell division and cell death. Hela cells were treated with U73122, 2-APB, Thapsigargin (Thaps) and also 

imaged in a calcium free media. * P<0.05, ** P<0.01 compared to Normal 
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3.4.3  The Models 

 

As a part of the project we used two preliminary models introduced in the Background to mimic 

some alteration of Ca
2+ 

regulatory system. In the ideal case models should be compatible with 

real experimental data, but our models are over simplified and they do not represent the real case. 

The simulation of SERCA inhibition is shown in Figure 17 Simulation of intracellular calcium 

concentration during cell division with the inhibition of SERCA pumps (left: the non-excitable 

model, right: the excitable. In both models inhibition of the pumps increases the basal Ca
2+ 

concentration. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17  Simulation of intracellular calcium concentration during cell division with the inhibition of SERCA 

pumps (left: the non-excitable model, right: the excitable model). The dotted line represents cytokinesis. 
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Figure 16  Post-cytokinetic calcium transient in a 

neural progenitor cell 
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Increasing ER Leakage simulation is shown in Figure 18, 10-Fold increase of the ER leakage 

elevated the cytosolic Ca
2+ 

, the elevation was about 10 times higher in the excitable model. 

 

 

 

Our simple excitable model was capable of mimicking oscillations for some values of RyR 

permeability and Ca
2+

 conductance. Oscillations were induced when gCa was between 18 – 20 

μS/cm
2
, and when the RyR permeability was more than 10 s

-1
. (Figure 19) 

 

Figure 18 Simulation of increasing ER leakage by ten times.  The non-excitable model is on the left and the excitable model 

on the right. The dotted line represents cytokinesis. 

Figure 19  Simulation of intracellular calcium oscillations. Changing RyR permeability (left) and Ca2+ conductance (left) 

in the excitable model can induce oscillations in the excitable model. 
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4 Discussion 
 

Recent improvement in fluorescent imaging techniques and the incubator based microscope 

enables us to detect Ca
2+ 

dynamics during division in single cells. Results show post cytokinetic 

Ca
2+ 

activity in 52 % of the cells. The source and the functioning role of these activities are not 

known. However the method needs to be further refined in order to do more precise 

measurements from a larger set of samples. There are difficulties with time lapse fluorescent 

microscopy. One problem is the so called photo-bleaching phenomenon i.e. decomposition of 

fluorescent dye to a non-fluorescent molecule. This can occur through electrical transition of 

excited molecules from a singlet state to a triplet state before fluorescence may occur. As the 

triplet state is lower in energy it is more long-lived with respect to the singlet state; gives the 

excited molecule more time to interact with other molecules in the environment to make 

decomposition products which are not fluorescent. Another problem is photo-toxicity; light has 

toxic effects on cells. For example UV light damages DNA and induces programmed cell death. 

It can also cause formation of free radicals, mostly oxygen radicals, upon intersystem crossing. 

These highly reactive radicals can damage all components of the cells. Moreover, light can have 

other non-toxic effects that interfere with results. A study on bovine endothelial cell lines has 

shown that proliferation is decreased in the presence of blue light (21). To eliminate these side 

effects, it is imperative to utilize a synchronization method. Using synchronized cells enables us 

to minimize the exposure time, by knowing the exact timing of the cyclic events, and also gives 

the possibility to measure many samples at a time which leads to a more reliable characterization 

of intracellular Ca
2+ 

dynamics using statistics.  

It must be noticed is that we have used non-ratiometric indicators in our experiments and our 

measurements are qualitative. In general there are two different methods for ion concentration 

measurements using fluorescence indicators: non-ratiometric and ratiometric. Non-ratiometric 

method uses the fluorescent intensity shift between the bound and unbound in the calculations, 

which is also dependent of other parameters rather than just the ionic concentration. The absolute 

fluorescent intensity depends on loading conditions and optical path length (thickness of the 

cells). In addition each cell takes up different amount of dye. Ratiometric indicators have 

different emission wavelength between bound and unbound conditions, and the spectral shift 

between emission and/or excitation spectra is used for the calculations. In this case other 

parameters are canceled out and the calculations can be calibrated for each experimental 

condition. This method is used for quantitative measurements. However the microscope must be 

able to emit and detect light at different wavelengths. This was not possible with the Cell IQ®. 

Another aspect of criticizing Ca
2+ 

measurements is that the fluorescent dyes may affect the 

normal ion regulations, due to their chelating property. In addition, Ca
2+

 transients could be 
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missed due to low sampling frequency. Concerning drug treatments, a sampling bias could be an 

issue. It is rational that in an experiment, the whole population of the cells is not affected by the 

drug. Assume that a drug has an inhibitory effect on division. However since we have only 

looked for dividing cells, it is possible that our samples are among those cells that are not 

affected by the drug. 

Our mathematical models showed that changes in the geometry of the cell at cytokinesis can 

result an increase in the cytosolic Ca
2+

 concentration, however the models are over simplified 

and need to be improved. The assumption of the decreased pumping activity in the non-excitable 

model is only based on theoretical facts which might not be the real case. The excitable model 

can be improved by implementation of IP3R and SOC equations in the model and more precise 

measurements of the cell volume expansion rate.  
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5 Conclusion 
 

In this study, we have optimized a method to measure Ca
2+ 

dynamics during cell division. Using 

this method we have observed Ca
2+ 

spikes following cytokinesis in 53 % of HeLa cells. These 

transients have been prolonged upon the internal Ca
2+ 

store depletion and PLC blockage. Our 

experiments in Ca
2+

-free media suggested that the signals are generated from internal stores. We 

have shown that HeLa cells do not synchronize upon starvation. Alternatively our results have 

shown that Nocodazole synchronizes Hela cells at the M phase. Using two simple mathematical 

models of cytokinesis, we have shown that modeling Ca
2+ 

transients upon purely geometrical 

changes is mathematically possible. 

The idea of modulating cell division by targeting intracellular Ca
2+

 signaling might open up a 

novel concept in the field of developmental biology. Such developments will have major 

implications in regenerative medicine as well as for cancer drug development. 
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APPENDIX   A 

 

The non-excitable model (16) 

 

This model assumes a well stirred cell and formally consists of ordinary differential equations 

(ODE) implemented in Matlab® (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, USA, MA). It considers a cell 

dividing at time    after having slightly increased its size by a factor   during a short time period 

not allowing up-regulation of plasma membrane transporters.  Some general parameters are set 

as follows in Table 2. 

The cell to be modeled consists of three different compartments: the cytosol (cyt), the 

extracellular volume (ECV) and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and has the idealized form of a 

sphere. Each compartment has its own Ca
2+

 concentration and is dependent on fluxes from the 

other compartments (16): 

          

  
 

    

    

            
   

   

             

          

  
   

         

  
 

   

   
                 

The cell is assumed to be in a stable state when the simulation is started, with initial 

concentrations as follows in Table 3.  

Channel activity 

Ion channels are modeled as a concentration gradient multiplied with its permeability. 
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SOC is activated upon ER depletion. When ER concentration is below a certain threshold the 

phenomenological factor, CIF, is released rapidly from the ER and activates SOC in plasma 

membrane (16). See Table 4 for parameter values and descriptions. 

 

               

      

  
 

    

    
                       

         

  
 

   

   
                                   

    

    
             

        

  
  

   

      
                                                          

             
                           

           
  

 

Pumping activity 

The two types of pumps are modeled with Hill equations, with the important difference that the 

maximum activity (          and           ) is decreased after cytokinesis. 

      
                  

     

         

       
        

         

       
                   

      

         

        
         

           

The decrease in maximum pumping activity is modeled as a linear function. 
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Table 2 (16) 

 
    

General 

parameters 

Numerical value Unit Description Reference 

         Time point for cytokinesis Chosen 
        Time required for re-  

establishment of  pumping 
activity 

Chosen to fit [Fritz et 

al. unpublished] 

      Growth factor of radius Chosen to fit [Fritz et 

al. unpublished] 
            Ratio of ER to total cell 

volume(16) 
(16) 

               Area-to-volume ratio of ER (16) 

  

Table 3 (16) 

 
    

Initial values Numerical value Unit Description Reference 

                     Cytosolic      (22) 

                ER      (16) 

                 ECV      (16) 

                  Cytosolic     (16) 

             ER     (16) 

           Active     in plasma 

membrane  

(16) 
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Table 4 (16) 

 
    

Channel parameters Numerical 

value 

Unit Description Reference 

                   Threshold 

concentration of 

ER      

(16) 

                         SOC permeability 

per    

(16) 

                              leak 

permeability 

across the plasma 

membrane 

(16) 

                          leak 

permeability 

across the ER 

membrane 

Parameter varied (16) 

              SOC production 

constant 

(16) 

               SOC degradation 

constant 

(16) 

            CIF permeability 

across the ER 

membrane 

(16) 

             CIF production 

rate 

(16) 

                Maximum CIF 

concentration 

(16) 
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Table 5 (16) 

 
    

Pump parameters Numerical 

value 

Unit Description Reference 

                          Maximum flux across 

PMCA 

(16) 

                       Maximum flux across 

SERCA 

Chosen to fit [Fritz et al. 

unpublished] 

         
             PMCA activation 

constant 

(16) 

          
              SERCA activation 

constant 

(16) 

          PMCA Hill coefficient (16) 

           SERCA Hill 

coefficient 

(16) 
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APPENDIX B 

 

The excitable model 

 

This model considers the current entering the cell through voltage dependent calcium channels 

(VDCC) as the extracellular influx. Entry from the ER includes a leakage and a flux through 

RyR. Ca
2+

 efflux is carried out by SERCA and PMCA. All fluxes are multiplied by a buffering 

factor fcyt :  

 

  

All parameters are described in Table 6.Same as the non-excitable model, the cell is assumed 

well stirred and formally consistence. Division occurs at time t0, when the surface-to-volume 

ratio (S/V) is decreased by a factor of 3/r, as described in Background. During time T after 

division, the cell increases its volume until equilibrium is maintained. 

Voltage dependence channels 

In this model the plasma membrane potential oscillator  is described by the Morris-Lecar model 

(18). Unlike the Hodgkin-Huxley model for the squid giant axon which  includes channel 

inactivation, this  model involves only a fast activating Ca
2+

 current and a delayed rectifier K
+
 

current: 

( ) ( ) I

Ca kI I

ca m ca k m k app

dV
C g m V V g w V V

dt
       

( )w wdw

dt




    

Here m and w are the open fractions for the VDCC and the delayed rectifier K
+
 channels, and τ is 

the activation time constant for the delayed rectifier. 

2

,

[ ]
( ).

VDCCJ

cyt

cyt Ca PMCA Leak ER RyR SERCA

d Ca
f I J J J J

dt
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It is assumed that the time constant for m is short enough that m is always in steady state, m = m∞

. Knowing that the factor that converts current to flux includes S/V and the Faradays constant 

and S/V=3/r, the flux through VDCC would be 

3 /
( ).

2
VDCC ca m ca

r
J g m V V

F
     

Pumping activity 

The Ca
2+

 transporters are described by Hill functions (18). 

            
                        

 

               
           

  

 

RyR model 

The RyR is modeled as follows by Keizer and Levine (23) using a quasi-steady-state 

approximation (18).  
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Where PRyR is the probability that a receptor is open and n∞ is the fraction of non inactivated 

receptors. So the RyR flux is 

2 2. ([ ] [ ] )i

RyR RyR RyR ERJ v P Ca Ca   . 

 

ER Leakage 

In analogy with Ohm’s law, ER leakage is modeled as permeability (conductance) multiplied by 

a concentration gradient (voltage difference):  

 2 2

, , ([ ] [ ] )i

Leak ER Leak ER ERJ v Ca Ca    

 

System of ODEs 

Using the parameters described in Table 5, following equations were integrated numerically in 

Matlab® using the ODE solver ode15s.  

    
2

2 2 ]

3

[
2

cyt

cyt Ca m Ca PMCA RYR RYR leakER SERCAER cyt

d Ca
rf g m V V J v P v Ca Ca J

dt F



 



  
             

 
2

3

[
2

tot

cyt Ca m Ca PMCA

d Ca
rf g m V V J
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2 2

2[ ]
tot cy
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Ca Ca

Ca




       
   

( )w wdw
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Table 6  

 
    

Abbreviation Numerical value Unit Description Reference 

            Membrane capacitance 

per area 

(18) 

              Applied current per area Bifurcation parameter, 

starting with no applied 

current 

             K+ channel conductance 

per area 

(18) 

          K+ channel reverse 

potential 

(18) 

                Ca
2+ channel 

conductance per area 

Bifurcation parameter, 

starting from (18) 

           Ca
2+ channel reverse 

potential 

(18) 

             Buffering factor Chosen 

         Rate constant of K+ 

channel 

(18) 

        Radius of cells Chosen  

              Faraday’s constant (18) 

           RyR permeability (18) 

                 ER leak permeability (18) 

         Ratio of effective ER and 

cytosol volumes 

(18) 

         Ca
2+ channel parameter, 

activation voltage 

(18) 

         Ca
2+ channel parameter, 

voltage width 

(18) 

          K+ channel parameter, 

activation voltage 

(18) 
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         K+ channel parameter, 

voltage width 

(18) 

                  Maximum transport rate Chosen 

                 Affinity for Ca
2+ (18)  

                    Maximum transport rate (18) 

                  Affinity for Ca
2+ (18) 

          RyR parameter (18)  

          RyR parameter (18) 

          RyR parameter Chosen  
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